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Model-Based Probabilistic Collision Detection in
Autonomous Driving
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Abstract—Safety of planned paths of autonomous cars with respect to the movement of other traffic participants is considered.
Thereto, the stochastic occupancy of the road by other vehicles
is predicted. The prediction considers uncertainties originating
from the measurements and the possible behaviors of other traffic
participants. In addition, the interaction of traffic participants
as well as the limitation of driving maneuvers due to the road
geometry is considered. The result of the presented approach
is the probability of a crash for a specific trajectory of the
autonomous car. The presented approach is efficient as most
intensive computations are performed offline, resulting in a lean
online algorithm for real-time application.
Index Terms—Safety assessment, threat level, autonomous
cars, behavior prediction, interaction, Markov chains, uncertain
models, reachable sets.

I. I NTRODUCTION

I

N the past years, new driver assistant systems have
successfully emerged into the market as they compensate
shortcomings of human drivers, such as inevitable reaction
times for emergency brakes or deficiencies for vehicle
stabilization. However, the cognitive capabilities of humans
are excellent and valuable in unexpected driving situations
as well as for the correct interpretation of a traffic situation.
Consequently, the next step towards intelligent vehicles is the
implementation of basic cognitive capabilities as it is tried
in many research projects, among them the collaborative
research center Cognitive Automobiles [29], in which this
work has been carried out.
One of the human abilities in traffic is the estimation of
the threat level of planned actions. Maneuvers, such as
overtaking, lane changing, or intersection crossing, are mainly
evaluated according to a ratio of risk and time efficiency.
As the consequences of a started maneuver affect the future
development of a traffic situation, prediction is inevitable
in order to assess the danger of the taken action. In this
work, a technical realization for the safety assessment of
driving maneuvers of autonomous cars is proposed, which
is based on the prediction of traffic situations. In contrast
to predictive approaches, non-predictive methods are based
on the record and evaluation of traffic situations that have
resulted in dangerous situations, see e.g. [1].
Behavior prediction of human drivers has been widely
investigated, e.g. in [21], [33], [25]. As reported in the
literature, human driver prediction within the ego vehicle (i.e.
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the vehicle for which the safety assessment is performed) can
be conducted with the help of learning mechanisms such as
neural networks or filter techniques as e.g. Kalman filters.
The same approaches can be applied for traffic scenes that
are observed from a fixed location, such as intersections,
allowing to learn typical behavior patterns of the specific
scene, see e.g. [17], [30].
Another possibility to predict traffic situations is to simulate
single behaviors of traffic participants [10], [15], resulting in
measures like time to collision or predicted minimum distance.
Due to the efficiency of single simulations, these approaches
are already widely implemented in cars. However, single
simulations do not consider uncertainties in the measurements
and actions of other traffic participants, which may lead to
unsatisfying collision predictions [20]. A more sophisticated
threat assessment considers multiple simulations of other
vehicles, considering different initial states and changes in
their inputs (steering angle and acceleration). These so called
Monte-Carlo methods have been studied in [11], [12], [14].
Another method to investigate possible behaviors of traffic
participants is reachability analysis, see e.g. [9], [3], [7]. For
a given set of initial states and disturbance values, a reachable
set contains all possible states that the system trajectories can
evolve into. If for a traffic scenario, the reachable positions
of the ego vehicle do not intersect the reachable positions
of another vehicle, these vehicles cannot crash. Reachable
sets for vehicles have been investigated in [27], [31]. It has
been shown that planned paths of autonomous vehicles are
too often evaluated as unsafe by this method, because the
reachable sets of other vehicles rapidly cover all positions the
autonomous vehicle could possibly move to. For this reason,
the reachable sets are enhanced by stochastic information to
so called stochastic reachable sets in previous works of the
authors [4], [2], [6]. The stochastic information allows not
only to check if a planned path of the ego vehicle may result
in a crash, but also with which probability. Consequently,
possible driving strategies of autonomous cars can be
evaluated according to their safety. Stochastic reachable sets
have also been investigated for air traffic safety [16] and fault
diagnosis [28], [23].
It is further emphasized that traffic prediction has to
consider interaction between vehicles. Interaction between
vehicles has been widely studied in microscopic traffic
simulations [24] and within Monte-Carlo techniques [11],
[12], [14]. The problem one faces with interaction is that
the simulations result in a fast growing tree of possible
situations to be considered. If only discrete actions (e.g. lane
change) at discrete points of time are taken into account, the
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computational complexity is O(μ ρ·ν ), where μ is the number
of possible actions, ρ is the number of time steps of the
prediction and ν is the number of traffic participants, see
[13]. This worst case complexity, however, can be reduced
by discarding impossible or unrealistic behaviors. The
consideration of interaction also causes additional complexity
for the computation of stochastic reachable sets, however, the
incorporated interaction mechanism of the presented approach
is efficient in the sense that the computations can be applied
online using a desktop PC.

II. M OTIVATION AND P ROBLEM S TATEMENT
Clearly, autonomous driving requires a control loop containing a perception and planner module, see Fig. 1. The
perception module detects traffic situations and extracts relevant information, such as the road geometry as well as static
and dynamic obstacles. In order to fulfill the driving task, the
planner module computes trajectories that the autonomous car
is tracking with the use of low level controllers. A major
constraint for the trajectory planner is that the generated
trajectories have to be safe, i.e. no static and dynamic obstacles
must be hit. The task of circumventing static obstacles can be
ensured by checking whether the static obstacle intersects with
the vehicle body of the autonomous car following the planned
path. For dynamic obstacles, the safety assessment is much
more intricate as their future actions are unknown. For this
reason, sets of possible behaviors of other traffic participants
are considered, which are checked with the planned path of the
autonomous car in a dedicated safety verification module (see
Fig. 1). Paths that fulfill the safety requirements are executed
and are conservatively replanned otherwise, e.g. by braking
the car.
The safety verification module which is described in this work
requires the description of a traffic situation containing the
following information gathered by the perception module:
• the planned trajectory of the autonomous car,
• the geometric description of the relevant road sections,
• the position and geometry of static obstacles,
• as well as the position, velocity, and classification of
dynamic obstacles.
Static obstacles are a special case of dynamic obstacles with
zero velocity, and for that reason, the discussion is continued
for dynamic obstacles only. The classification groups the
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dynamic obstacles (=
ˆ traffic participants) into cars, trucks,
motorbikes, bicycles, and pedestrians. As the measurement
of positions and velocities of other traffic participants is
uncertain, the presented approach allows the measured data
to be specified by a probability distribution. However, the
minimum requirement is that all relevant traffic participants
are detected at all. The region where the probability density
is non-zero is referred to as the initial set. Given this set,
the future set of positions possibly occupied by the traffic
participant is denoted reachable set. Analogously, given the
initial probability distribution of a traffic participant, the future
probability distribution is also referred to as the stochastic
reachable set.
Reachable sets of other traffic participants allow to guarantee
the safety of the planned trajectory for a prediction horizon
tf if they do not intersect the reachable set of the ego car
within the specified horizon. For the case of a possible crash,
the probability distribution within the reachable set is used
to determine the probability of the crash. This is illustrated
in Fig. 2, where stochastic reachable sets are shown for the
time intervals τ1 = [0, t1 ], τ2 = [t1 , t2 ] (dark color indicates
high probability density). Within the time interval τ 1 , a crash
between both cars is impossible, while for the second time
interval τ2 , the crash probability is non-zero. It is obvious
that the computation of the crash probability has to be faster
than real-time for online application. In order to update the
crash probability prediction after a time interval Δt based on
new sensor values, its computation has to be faster than realtime by a factor of t f /Δt. This is illustrated in Fig. 3 for the
reachable set of a single variable x(t).
III. M ODELING OF T RAFFIC PARTICIPANTS
This work focuses on the safety assessment of autonomous
cars driving on a road network, i.e. the motion of traffic participants is constrained along designated roads. On that account,
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the possible paths of traffic participants are determined by the
finite set of decisions {left turn, right turn, go straight}. The
extension to multi-lane roads with the additional actions {left
lane change, right lane change} is subject to future work. The
deviation along these major paths is modeled by a piecewise
constant probability density function f (δ), where δ is the
lateral deviation from a driving path. Possible driving paths
of a road network section, as well as the deviation probability
distribution f (δ) are shown in Fig. 4. The deviation probability
can be adjusted to different classes of traffic participants:
Bicycle drivers are more likely to be found close to the curb,
whereas cars and trucks are driving more likely in the center of
a lane. For unstructured environments, such as parking spaces
or pedestrians on a square, the motion of vehicles/people
cannot be described along paths. For these kinds of scenarios,
the approach presented in [26] is suggested, which uses the
same mathematical principles as presented in this work.
The longitudinal probability distribution of the position of the
vehicles is obtained by a dynamic model. After denoting the
position of the volumetric center of the vehicles along a path
with s, the velocity with v, and the absolute acceleration with
a, the longitudinal dynamics for the driving input u can be
described as follows:
⎧
2
⎪
⎨c1 · (1 − (v/c2 ) ) · u, u > 0
(1)
ṡ = v, v̇ = c1 · u, u ≤ 0
⎪
⎩
0, v ≤ 0
subject to the constraint

a ≤ āmax , where a = a2N + a2T , aN = v 2 /ρ(s), aT = v̇.
(2)
The constant c1 models the maximum possible acceleration
due to tire friction and c 2 the top speed - these constants are
chosen according to the specific properties of the different
classes of traffic participants. The acceleration input varies
from [−1, 1], where −1 represents full braking and 1 represents full acceleration. Backwards driving on a lane is not
considered, see (1) (v̇ = 0, v ≤ 0). The function ρ(s) maps the
path coordinate s to the radius of curvature of the path and a N ,
aT is the normal and tangential acceleration respectively. The
constraint in (2) models that the tire friction of a vehicle only
allows a limited absolute acceleration ā max (Kamm’s circle).
In case, a traffic participant is violating the traffic regulations, such as driving on the wrong lane, the approach
for unstructured motion in [26] is applied for this specific
traffic participant. The dynamic equations in (1) are chosen
exemplarily and can be easily exchanged against a different
set of equations. Based on the dynamics specification, the longitudinal probability distribution f (s) is obtained. Assuming
that the lateral distribution is independent from the longitudinal one, the overall probability distribution is computed as
f (s, δ) = f (s) · f (δ), see also Fig. 4. Thus, the probability
distribution is described in a curved, path-aligned coordinate
system, as also used in e.g. [14].
It is emphasized that the lateral and the longitudinal distribution f (δ) and f (s) refer to the volumetric center of the
vehicles. However, for visualization reasons, all figures in this
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IV. R EACHABLE S ETS OF T RAFFIC PARTICIPANTS
This section deals with the computation of reachable sets
for traffic participants (no stochastic information). Given the
dynamics of a traffic participant as ẋ = f T P (x(t), u(t)),
where x ∈ Rn is the state and u ∈ U ⊂ Rm is a Lipschitz
continuous input constrained by the set U , the exact reachable
set Re (r) at time t = r can be defined as:
r


f T P (x(τ ), u(τ ))dτ,
Re (r) = x(r)x(r) = x(0) +
0

x(0) ∈ X0 , u(τ ) ∈ U .
In general, the exact reachable set of a system cannot be
computed [19]. However, one can always compute an overapproximation, which is denoted R(r) ⊇ R e (r). The overapproximated reachable set for a time interval is defined as
R([0, r]) := t∈[0,r] R(t).
In this work, over-approximations of reachable sets of nonlinear dynamic systems are computed as presented in [5]. An
example of the over-approximated reachable set of (1) for
u ∈ [0.5, 1] and t ∈ [0, 2] sec is given in Fig. 6 for two
different initial sets. Additionally, sample trajectories starting
from the initial set are shown, where the states at times k·Δt ∗ ,
k = 0 . . . 4, Δt∗ = 0.5 sec are marked by a circle. If one
is only interested in the reachable interval of the position
and velocity of a vehicle driving along a straight path, the
following special case can be formulated:
Proposition 1: Given is a vehicle driving along a straight
path with dynamics subject to (1) and the initial condition
x(0) ∈ X(0) = S(0) × V (0) where S(0) = [s(0), s(0)] and
V (0) = [v(0), v(0)] are the position and velocity intervals.
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The reachable, two-dimensional interval X(t) = [x(t), x(t)]
of position and velocity is given by:
t

x(t) = x(0) +
x(t) = x(0) +

0

0

f T P (x(τ ), u(τ ))dτ,

u(τ ) = −1

f T P (x(τ ), u(τ ))dτ,

u(τ ) = 1. 

t

The proof is omitted, as it is clear that the greatest position
and velocity is reached when the vehicle starts with the
greatest initial position and velocity within the initial set,
under full acceleration. The analogous argumentation holds for
the lowest position and velocity. Note that this argumentation
is only applicable if there exists an initial state that jointly
contains the maximum initial position and velocity. This is
always the case when the initial set is a two-dimensional
interval, which is in contrast to the left example of Fig. 6,
for which proposition 1 is not applicable. In the left example,
the maximum reachable position at different times is reached
from trajectories starting from different initial states. However,
if one is only interested in the reachable position – and the
initial set is a two-dimensional interval, as shown in the right
example of Fig. 6, the result of proposition 1 results in the
exact reachable interval of the position coordinate.
For the case of a curved path, one has to consider the tire
friction constraint in (2). For a given radius profile ρ(s), the
minimum and maximum admissible input u(s) and u(s) can
be obtained as presented e.g. in [32]. By changing u(τ ) = −1
to u(τ ) = u(s(τ )) and u(τ ) = 1 to u(τ ) = u(s(τ )) in
proposition 1, one can compute the reachable positions for a
curved road. Speed limits on a road can be handled by cutting
off the previously computed speed profile v(s) at v max by
assigning u(s) = 0 if v(s) > v max .
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A. Abstraction by Markov Chains
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accuracy of the abstraction, see e.g. [16], [18]. However, this
coupling is unfavorable in terms of real-time applicability, as
a required approximation accuracy may lead to short update
times of the probabilities – and consequently to too many
update iterations that cannot be handled in real-time. For this
reason, the update intervals and the approximation accuracy is
decoupled as in [22], [28]. The presented abstraction method
for nonlinear systems with unknown inputs is conservative,
which means that the reachable set of the Markov chain is
an over-approximation of the reachable set of the original
stochastic process. Note that in contrast to the reachable set,
the probability distribution is an approximation as in case of
an over-approximation its integral would be greater than one
and thus destroys an axiom of the probability calculus.
The abstraction of the continuous dynamics of the traffic
participants to Markov chains is computed offline. During
online execution of the algorithm, for each traffic participant,
a Markov chain is instantiated. The interaction between traffic
participants is established by influencing the acceleration probabilities of traffic participants by the state (position, velocity)
and the acceleration of other traffic participants. This means,
that the traffic participants of a traffic situation are not combined in a single Markov chain, but represented by separate
Markov chains. Thus, the complexity of the algorithm is N
times the worst-case complexity of the computation of a single
traffic participant and N is the number of considered traffic
participants.
It is also emphasized, that the abstraction to Markov chains
discussed from Sec.V-A to Sec.V-D is only performed for other
vehicles, as the motion of the ego vehicle is planned within
the vehicle and thus known. The ego vehicle is discussed
separately in Sec. V-E.
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V. S TOCHASTIC R EACHABLE S ETS OF T RAFFIC
PARTICIPANTS
As stated in the previous section, the exact computation of
reachable sets is only possible for a limited class of systems
[19]. Hence, it is obvious that for the more general problem of
stochastic reachable sets, one has to apply (conservative) approximation techniques, too. One of the most frequently used
techniques is to approximate stochastic processes by Markov
chains. The techniques for the abstraction to Markov chains
are manifold, where many of them couple the time interval
between the updates of the probability distribution with the

A Markov chain is a stochastic dynamic system with
discrete states z ∈ N+ . There are discrete time and continuous
time Markov chains. In this work, discrete time Markov chains
are used, such that t ∈ {t 1 , t2 , . . . , tf } where tf is the
prediction horizon and t k+1 − tk = T ∈ R+ is the time step
increment. In Markov chains the current state is not exactly
known but probabilities p i = P (z = i) describe that the
system is in state z = i, leading to a probability vector p.
By definition, the probability vector for the next time step
tk+1 is a linear combination of the probability vector of the
previous time step t k :
p(tk+1 ) = Φ · p(tk ),

(3)

where Φ is referred to as the transition matrix. The generation
of a Markov chain model can be divided into two steps:
First, the state space of the original continuous system is
discretized into cells representing the discrete states. Second,
the transition probabilities from one cell to another cell have
to be determined, which are stored in the transition matrix of
the Markov chain.
1) Discretization of the State and Input Space: In this
work, a region X ⊂ R 2 of the continuous state space of (1)
is discretized in orthogonal cells of equal size, resulting in
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Fig. 8(a). The corresponding stochastic reachable set, resulting
from Φα
ji ([0, T ]) · p(0) with pm (0) = 0 for m = i and
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ˆ Initial cell) is illustrated in Fig. 8(b). The
circles symbolize the discrete states, which are assigned to the
corresponding cells. A transition to a cell is the more likely,
the darker the color of the cell is.
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rectangular cells with the coordinates x 1 := s and x2 := v, see
Fig. 7. This discretization allows to describe the cells X i (with
index i referring to the represented discrete state) by the two
dimensional interval X i =]xi , xi ], xi , xi ∈ R2 and X = Xi .
In an analogous way, a region U ⊂ R of the input space
of (1) is discretized into intervals U α such that U = U α .
The index α refers to the value of the discrete input, which is
denoted by y. In order to distinguish between indices referring
to states or inputs, state indices are subscripted and Latin,
where input indices are superscripted and Greek.
2) Transition Probabilities of the Markov Chain: The transition probabilities store the probabilities that the system state
changes from i to j: Φ ji = P (z(tk+1 ) = j|z(tk ) = i). In
this work, the transition probabilities depend on the discrete
input α, too. For this reason, a different transition probability
matrix Φα is computed for each discrete input α. The value
of a transition probability Φ α
ji , is obtained by the reachable
set Riα (T ) starting from x(0) ∈ X i under the effect of the
input u ∈ U α , where the cells Xi and U α represent the
corresponding discrete state and input of Φ α
ji . Note that the
time T of the reachable set is equal to the time step increment
T of the Markov chain. The probability of reaching cell j
is computed as the volumetric fraction of the reachable set
intersecting with the cell X j :
Φα
ji (T ) =

V (Riα (T ) ∩ Xj )
,
V (Riα (T ))

(4)

where V () is an operator returning the volume. As soon as a
cell is reached by R iα (T ), the probability that the cell can be
reached is non-zero. As only the probability of reaching a cell
is stored, the information is lost which part of the cell can be
reached. For this reason, the reachable cells (cells with nonzero probability) of the Markov chain over-approximate each
corresponding reachable set R iα (T ). The probability values
itself are approximative (in contrast to over-approximative
reachable sets) as an equal distribution of the system state
within the reachable sets is assumed in (4).
In an analogous way, one can compute the transition probaα
bilities Φα
ji ([0, T ]) for t ∈ [0, T ] by substituting R i (T ) with
α
Ri ([0, T ]) which is the reachable set for t ∈ [0, T ]. Due
to computational reasons [5], the reachable set R iα ([0, T ]) is
T /r−1
obtained from l=0 Riα ([l · r, (l + 1) · r]) where T is a
multiple of r, such that
Φα
ji ([0, T ]) =

r
T

T /r−1

Φα
ji ([l · r, (l + 1) · r]).
l=0

α
Note that the transition probabilities in Φ α
ji (T ) and Φji ([0, T ])
are computed offline, such that computationally expensive
operations are performed beforehand. The reachable set of
Riα ([0, T ]) is exemplarily shown for the case of T /r = 10 in
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Fig. 8. Reachable set of the original system and the corresponding stochastic
reachable set of the abstracting Markov chain.

B. Computing Stochastic Reachable Sets using Markov Chains
After the discretization of the state space, the stochastic
reachable set can be fully described by the probability vector p
of the Markov chain. For a single Markov chain, the evolution
of the probability vector can be computed as in (3). However,
in this work, Markov chains for different discrete inputs α
as well as for the time point and time interval solution are
computed. Hence, (3) has to be extended. The first extension
is, that the probability distribution within a time interval is
computed based on the distribution at a time point (for a given
input α). Thus, the probability distribution at certain time
points serves as a support for the time interval computations:
p(tk+1 ) = Φα (T ) · p(tk ),
p([tk , tk+1 ]) = Φα ([0, T ]) · p(tk ).

(5)

This is justified by the fact that the transition probability
matrix Φα ([0, T ]) is also computed based on the initial cell
at the beginning of the considered time interval. Note that the
indices of the matrix Φ α and the vector p(t k ) are neglected
as commonly done in linear algebra. In (5), the input α is
known and globally applied to all states i of the Markov
chain. For the next extension, the conditional probability
qiα = P (y = α|z = i) is defined. The joint probability of
the state and input is abbreviated as p α
i := P (z = i, y = α) =
P (y = α|z = i) · P (z = i) = qiα · pi . It is also clear, that
α
pi =
α pi where
α denotes the sum over all possible
values of α. As a novelty compared to earlier work in [6], the
probability distribution of the input is dynamically changed by
another Markov chain with transition matrix Γ i , depending on
the system state i. This allows a more accurate modeling of
driver behavior by considering how frequently and how intense
the acceleration command is changed. The input probability
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The mapping has to be performed for each discrete state value
z = i, unless pα
i = 0, ∀α. For a better distinction to Φ, the
indices of Γ describing the input transitions are superscripted
– as also done for the input indices of the probability p.
The introduction of the joint probability p α
i requires a slight
modification of (5), where the joint probabilities p α
i have to be
updated for each input value α instead of only a single input
value:
pα (tk+1 ) = Φα (T ) · pα (tk ),
pα ([tk , tk+1 ]) = Φα ([0, T ]) · pα (tk ).
In contrast to the computation of the transition matrices Φ α
for the states, the transition matrices Γ i for the inputs cannot
be computed based on a dynamic model. This is because the
input/driving commands to other vehicles are provided by humans or complex computer systems (when vehicles will drive
autonomously in the future), for which the system dynamics
is unknown. As a consequence, the transition matrices Γ i
have to be learned by observation or set by a combination of
simulations and heuristics, where the latter is used in this work.
The input transition matrix is composed of an input dynamics
matrix Ψ and a priority vector λ, where the prioritization
results from many aspects, such as speed limits or interaction
with other vehicles. The input dynamics matrix Ψ and the
priority vector λ are combined to the following:
Γ̂βα
i

= norm(Γ̂βα
Γβα
i
i ) :=

β

Γ̂βα
i

=

diag(λβi )

·Ψ

βα

,
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Fig. 9.

,
βα

Γ̂i

λβi

∀i :

= 1, 0 ≤

λβi

(7)
≤1

β

The intermediate result Γ̂βα
is normalized by the sums of
i
the columns such that they are summing up to 1, in order
to ensure that the sum of the probability vector stays 1 after
the multiplication with Γ, see (6). The state dependence is
modeled by the priority vector λ, while the input dynamics
matrix Ψ is independent of the state. The above formula has
the following special cases:
β
• λi = 0: Regardless of the input dynamics matrix Ψ,
the input β of state i is prohibited (q iβ = 0) as the
corresponding row of Γ becomes 0.
β
1
• λi = κ , ∀i, β (κ is the number of inputs): No input is
prioritized, such that Γ i = Ψ.
• Ψ = I (I is the identity matrix): Γ i = I, regardless of λ,
such that the input probability is unchanged.
1
• Ψ = κ O (O is a matrix of ones): The multiplication


Γi ·qi results into norm diag(λi ) κ1 O ·qi = λi . Thus, a
certain input probability distribution q i = λi is enforced,
regardless of the probability distribution of the previous
time step.
In order to discuss the effect of Ψ separately, λ is set to λ βi =
1
κ , ∀i, β, such that Γi = Ψ, so that the input dynamics matrix
Ψ specifies with which probability the input is changed from

γ = 10 :

γ = 0.2 :

γ = 0.01 :

5
Time step

10

Probability

(6)

Probability

β
βα
α

α
qiβ (tk ) = Γβα
i · qi (tk ) → pi (tk ) = Γi · pi (tk ).

input α to input β, see (6). These transition probabilities are
set according to the heuristics, that the bigger the change of the
input1 , the more unlikely is this change. A transition matrix
that considers this aspect and further contains the special cases
of Ψ = I and Ψ = κ1 O is:


1
.
Ψβα (γ) = norm Ψ̂βα (γ) , Ψ̂βα (γ) =
(β − α)2 + γ
The parameter γ allows to gradually interpolate the extreme
cases Ψ = I and Ψ = κ1 O, which are represented by the limit
limγ→0 Ψ(γ) = I and the other limit lim γ→∞ Ψ(γ) = κ1 O.
Informally speaking, a low value of γ models drivers that do
not change their input often, whereas a high value models
drivers, that change their input often. The higher the value of
γ, the faster converges the initial input probability distribution
to a steady state distribution, which can be changed by the
priority vector λ. This is illustrated in Fig. 9 for 3 inputs, where
the high input numbers represent high positive acceleration,
such that the first input y = 1 represents full braking and the
last input y = 3 full acceleration. The initial probabilities are
set to P (y = 1) = 0, P (y = 2) = 0.8, P (y = 3) = 0.2 and
the probabilities converge to 13 as no prioritization is specified.

Probability

distribution changes instantly at the discrete times t k , which
is indicated by a prime:

0.4
0.2
0

0

5
Time step

10

P (y = 1)

0.4

P (y = 2)

0.2

P (y = 3)

0

0

5
Time step

10

Input evolution for γ = 0.01, 0.2, 10.

The effect of the priority vector λ is discussed for
α
limγ→∞ Ψ(γ), such that λα
i = qi = P (y = α|z = i), which
is also the setting used in [2], [6]. The state dependent priority
vectors control the vehicles in a way, such that the constraints
due to other traffic participants or the road geometry are met,
as it is done for controlled Markov chains, see e.g. [8].
In order to break down the effects of the priority vector λ, two
different aspects are considered. One of them is the characteristic probability distribution m in the absence of constraints,
α
such that mα
i = λi which is modeled as independent of
α
the state (mi = mα
j ∀i, j). However, not all inputs meet
constraints (are drivable), such that the event C of constraint
satisfaction is introduced. Due to the uncertain modeling
of traffic situations, the event of constraint satisfaction C
is subject to probability and stored in the constraint vector
cα
i := P (C|z = i, y = α). As at least the constraints have to
be met, the probability vector c α
i serves as an upper bound for
the priority vector λ:

mβi , if mβi ≤ cβi
β
λi =
cβi , otherwise. → mβ−1
:= mβ−1
+ mβi − cβi
i
i
With other words, m βi is cut off at cβi and the cut-off
probability is added to the next lower acceleration interval, see
1 As the discrete inputs are numbered in increasing order according to the
acceleration intervals, the difference between the input numbers is a measure
for the change of the acceleration interval.

probabilities
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1

mβ − cβ
i

0

u
1]
u∈
∈ [−1,
[−1,1]

behavior of foresighted drivers, who adjust their acceleration
early to changes of other drivers. More sporty drivers change
their acceleration in shorter time intervals Δt. The probability
distribution for time intervals in which the acceleration interval
is unchanged P (Δt = ν · T ) allows to compute

mmβ
c cβi
p λβi

0.5
0
−1

7

1

α

β

P (C|ziA , zjB , y A , y B ) =
α

β

P (C|ziA , zjB , y A , y B , Δt = ν · T ) · P (Δt = ν · T ).

Fig. 10. Combining a probability distribution with a probabilistic constraint.
ν

Fig. 10. This is motivated by the fact that for the considered
situations of vehicle and road following (Sec. V-C and V-D),
drivers have to accelerate less or brake stronger in order to
fulfill the safety constraints.
C. Interaction of Traffic Participants
In this subsection the computation of the constraint vector
cα
i = P (C|z = i, y = α) with respect to the interaction
of two vehicles driving on the same lane is presented. The
state and input of the following vehicle A is denoted z A ,
y A and analogously z B , y B for the leading vehicle B. The
constraint for this scenario is that the probability of the
following vehicle crashing into the leading vehicle has to be
less than , which is typically very low. Thereto, it is firstly
checked if a certain initial situation results in a crash. As the
probability distribution of vehicles is approximate (in contrast
to the reachable set), the check for a crash under initial states
and inputs chosen from the cells belonging to z A , y A , z B and
y B is also approximately done for a single sample of possible
initial states and inputs:
xA (0) = center(XiA ), xB (0) = center(XjB ),
α

Note that the probability P (Δt = ν · T ) is not obtained
online by observation of other drivers, but set according an
average distribution of all drivers. The conditional probabilities
α
β
P (C|ziA , zjB , y A , y B ) are computed offline and stored in an
(c × c)-array of (d × d)-matrices Θ αβ
ji where c and d are the
numbers of discrete inputs and states. Using the values in Θ αβ
ji ,
the constraint vector for vehicle interaction is computed online
as:
α
Proposition 2: Under the assumption that P (z iA , y A ) and
β
P (zjB , y B ) are independent, one obtains

where center returns the volumetric center of a set. The
single simulation run approximately checking for a crash is
performed as follows:
1) Simulate both vehicles for the time Δt = ν · T , ν ∈ N + ,
starting from xA (0), xB (0) under the effect of u A , uB .
2) Simulate a sudden brake beginning at t = ν · T of the
leading and following vehicle until the following vehicle
has stopped at t = tS .
3) Check if the following vehicle has crashed into the
leading vehicle for t ∈ [0, t S ].
Events such as z A = i are abbreviated by index notation
as (z A = i)=z
ˆ iA in the following in order to obtain a
concise notation. The outcome of the simulation determines
the conditional probability for satisfying the constraint that a
crash occurs with probability less than which is motivated
by driver inattentiveness:

1, no crash simulated
α
β
P (C|ziA , zjB , y A , y B , Δt = ν · T ) =
, otherwise
α

β

The conditional probabilities P (C|z iA , zjB , y A , y B , Δt =
ν · T ) can be obtained for different intervals Δt = ν · T
of constant acceleration. Long time intervals Δt model the



j,β
α

Proof: After defining the events A = (z iA , y A ) and
β
β
Bj = (zjB , y B ), one can write:
P (C|A, Bjβ )P (A, Bjβ )

P (C, A) =
j,β

independence

P (C|A, Bjβ )P (A)P (Bjβ )

=

j,β

→ cα
i =P (C|A) =

β

uA (0) = center(U A ), uB (0) = center(U B ),

β

B
Θαβ
ji pj .

cα
i =

P (C, A)
=
P (A)

P (C|A, Bjβ )P (Bjβ )
j,β

Bβ
Θαβ
ji pj .

=
j,β

It is clear, that the independence assumption only approximates the joint probability P (A, B jβ ) ≈ P (A)P (Bjβ ), however this assumption simplifies the computation and has produced reasonable results for numerical examples. In traffic
situations with more than two vehicles on a lane, each vehicle
is only interacting with the next nearest vehicle driving in
front, such that the proposed algorithm is simply applied for
each vehicle that follows another vehicle.
D. Behavior Restriction due to Road Geometry and Speed
Limits
Besides the interaction with other vehicles, possible acceleration inputs are restricted due to speed limit and the road
geometry in combination with limited tire friction. For these
restrictions, the velocity profile resulting from the minimum
and maximum possible acceleration with respect to (2) is introduced and denoted v(s) and v(s), respectively. An additional
labeling with brackets indicates the maximum absolute acceleration, e.g. v(s) [0.5g] is the fastest possible velocity profile
for amax = 0.5g and g is the gravity constant. Exemplary
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x(0)

8

x(T )

connected to the safety verification module, see Fig. 1. This
means, that for time points t k , the position and velocity is
known up to a certain inaccuracy Λ of the vehicle controller
for trajectory tracking, such that x(t) ∈ x̂(t) + Λ, where
x̂(t) is the planned trajectory and the addition is performed
as a Minkowski sum2 . For time intervals t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ], the
reachable set is given by the two-dimensional interval

R([tk , tk+1 ]) =
x̂(t) + Λ

Speed limit

v [m/s]

15

v(s)[0.2g]
v(s)[1g]

v(s)[1g]
v(s)[0.2g]

10

5

Cell

0
0

50

100

t∈[tk ,tk+1 ]

150

s [m]

90◦

Fig. 11. Velocity profiles for two straights connected by a
m radius) and a speed limit of vmax = 16.7 m/s =60
ˆ
km/h.

curve (15.5

The reachable set is intersected with the cells of the discretized
state space, similar to (4), in order to obtain the discretized
probability distribution p̂ α ([tk , tk+1 ]) of the ego car.
VI. C RASH P ROBABILITIES OF THE E GO C AR

velocity profiles with a speed limit (possibly greater than the
official speed limit to account for sporty drivers), are shown
in Fig. 11.
The velocity profiles allow to compute the constraint vector
cα
i = P (C|z = i, y = α) with respect to road geometry
and speed limit, where the event C holds when the velocity
is within the velocity profile bounds (v(s) ≤ v ≤ v(s)).
Analogously to the vehicle interaction, the compliance of a
constraint for state z = i, input y = α and given velocity
bounds v(s) and v(s) is approximately checked by a single
simulation run:
1) Simulate the vehicle for the time interval Δt = T ,
starting from x(0) = center(X i ) under the effect of
u = center(U α ).
2) Check whether the velocity is within the minimum and
maximum velocity profile after one time increment T
(see also Fig. 11):
v(s(T ))[ad

max

]

≤ v(T ) ≤ v(s(T ))[ad

max

]

.

(8)

The constraint vector for road geometry and speed limit is
then obtained as:

1, if (8) holds
)
=
.
P (C|zi , y α , a < amax
d

The probabilities p α
i ([tk , tk+1 ]) computed in the previous
section refer to the probability that the continuous state is in
a certain cell Xi , under the effect of the input interval U α .
The total probability without input information is obtained by
summation:
pi ([tk , tk+1 ]) =

pα
i ([tk , tk+1 ]).
α

Each state space cell i represents a position and velocity
interval Se and Vm (e, m ∈ N+ indexing position and velocity
segments), such that X i = Se ×Vm , where only the probability
of the position interval S e is of interest for the computation of
crash probabilities. The position probability for a path segment
is obtained from the joint probabilities by summation, resulting
in
ppath
([tk , tk+1 ]) :=P (s ∈ Se , t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ])
e
P (s ∈ Se , v ∈ Vm , t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ]).

=
m

As the deviation probability is piecewise constant, one can
also define intervals D f in which the deviation probability is
constant, see Fig. 4. Introducing the probability for a deviation
segment pdev
0, otherwise
f ([tk , tk+1 ]) = P (δ ∈ Df , t ∈ [tk , tk+1 ]), the
path
· pdev
probability that s ∈ S e and δ ∈ Df is ppos
f
ef = pe
In contrast to the vehicle interaction, the constant
for
due to the independency assumption (see Sec. III). The set
inattentiveness is not applied here as the physical constraint is
obtained from s ∈ S e and δ ∈ Df is a polygon Y (e, f ),
either met or not. After introducing the probability distribution
which is indexed by its path segment e ∈ N + and deviation
)
among
all
drivers,
for applied accelerations P (a < a max
d
segment f ∈ N+ , see Fig. 12.
max
max
where 0 < amax
≤
ā
and
ā
is
the
physically
possible
d
Without loss of generality, the crash probability is considered
acceleration, the constraint vector is
only for the ego car with one other traffic participant for
α
α
max
max
simplicity in the following. In case there are more traffic parcα
=
P
(C|z
,
y
)
=
P
(C|z
,
y
,
a
<
a
)P
(a
<
a
).
i
i
i
d
d
ticipants, the following procedure has to be repeated for each
d
It remains to combine the constraint vectors for vehicle one of them. For a better distinction of variables from the other
interaction and road geometry/ speed limit, which are denoted vehicle with the ones of the ego car, the variables referring to
ˆ
and croad,α
respectively. As it is sufficient that the most the ego car are indexed by a hat ( ). In order to compute the
cint,α
i
i
crash
probability,
the
pairs
of
polygons
(Y (g, h), Ŷ (g  , h ))
restrictive constraint is active, the total constraint is computed
for which the vehicle bodies intersect, have to be determined.
as
int,α road,α
α
Thereto, the possible set of vehicle bodies B(g, h) for a set of
, ci
).
ci = min(ci
vehicle centers in a polygon Y (g, h) is introduced, which is
the union of car bodies whose centers are within Y (g, h) and
E. Stochastic Reachable Set of the Ego Car
whose orientation equals the direction of the path segment g,
In contrast to other traffic participants, the trajectory of
2 Minkowski addition of two sets A, B: A + B = {a + b|a ∈ A, b ∈ B}.
the ego car is known since the trajectory planner module is
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see Fig. 12. In order to efficiently compute the polygon pairs
(Y (g, h), Ŷ (g  , h )) resulting in intersecting vehicle bodies
(B(g, h) ∩ B̂(g  , h ) = ∅), three steps are suggested allowing
to efficiently discard non-intersecting pairs:
1) First, it is checked if the vehicle bodies f B(e, f ) of a
certain path segment e can possibly intersect the vehicle
bodies belonging to a path segment g of the ego car.
Thereto it is checked if the circles enclosing the set of
vehicle bodies intersect, where circles are chosen since
checking for their intersection is computationally cheap.
2) Next, the set of vehicle bodies B(g, h), B̂(g  , h ) belonging to pairs of path segments passing the first test,
are again checked for intersection by the same procedure
using enclosing circles.
3) Finally, the polygon pairs passing the two previous
tests are directly checked for intersection. However,
polytope intersection is computationally expensive, such
that look-up tables are generated in advance, which
contain relative positions and angles for which polygons
intersect. There are different look-up tables depending
on checking intersection with a bicycle/bike, a car or a
truck.
The set of combinations of path and deviation segments
resulting in a crash are stored in a list Ω. The crash probability
is obtained by adding the probabilities for the pairs of path and
deviation segments in Ω:

discretized in 10 segments, each representing an interval of 2.2
m/s. Each vehicle is subject to 5 input intervals and the time
increment of the Markov chains is chosen as T = 0.5 sec. The
γ-value for the input dynamics has been chosen as γ = 0.2 and
the values of the characteristic
input probability distribution


are chosen as m1...5 = 0.01 0.04 0.5 0.4 0.05 .
In the first example, it is checked if the ego car can safely
overtake a bicycle before reaching a T-intersection, where
another car is approaching. The stochastic reachable sets of
the traffic participants are given in Fig. 13. Dark regions
indicate high probability, while bright regions represent areas
of low probability. In order to improve the visualization, the
colors are normalized for each vehicle separately, i.e. the
highest probability value of a vehicle is plotted in black. Note,
that both options, the left and right turn are considered with
probability one each, for the other car. The second example
shows a situation, where the ego car plans to merge into
another road. It is checked if it hits the oncoming cars A,
B and C, see Fig. 14. The stochastic reachable sets also show
the interaction between car B and C, as car C is forced to
brake due to the higher velocity compared to car B. The crash
probabilities for both examples are found in Fig. 15.

(g,h,e,f )∈Ω

Note that the probability of a crash is computed in an overapproximated way as the sets of vehicle bodies B(g, h) are
over-approximations due to the union of possible vehicle
bodies within the uncertain vehicle center Y (g, h).
➀

path deviation
segments

vehicle
size

B(g, h)

160

160

pos
p̂pos
gh · pef .

pcrash =

t ∈ [2.5, 3]
sec:

t ∈ [0, 0.5]
sec:

120

200
200

Other
car
160

120

80

t ∈ [9.5, 10]
sec:

t ∈ [6.5, 7]
sec:

160

Planned
path
120

80

➁
Bicycle

120

40
80
path
segments

vehicle
size

S
f

Y (e, f )

Ego car
Ŷ (g , h )

Y (g, h)

vehicle
size

yes

0

➂

intersection?

S
f

Fig. 12.

B(e, f )

Ŷ (g , h ) Y (g, h)

no

Crash probability obtained from stochastic reachable sets.

VII. N UMERICAL E XAMPLES
The presented methods for the safety verification of planned
paths of autonomous cars are demonstrated for two traffic
situations. For both examples, the same discretization of the
state and input space is used for all vehicles. The position is
discretized in 40 segments of 5 m length and the velocity is

−60 −40 −20

Fig. 13.

40
0

−20

0

−20

0

80
−20

0

Stochastic reachable sets for the overtaking scenario.

The examples are implemented in C++ 3 and are computed
on a 3.7 GHz single core desktop computer, for which the
computation times are listed in Tab. I. The η = t f /tc values,
where tf is the time horizon and t c is the computation time,
state how much faster the computation is than real-time. In
addition to the discretization of the state and input space used
so far, a coarser discretization with 6 instead of 10 velocity
intervals and 3 instead of 5 input intervals is computed. The
computation times for the more coarse discretization are also
shown in Tab. I. The difference in accuracy for the high and
low resolution discretization is tried to familiarize with by a
scenario, where a vehicle is driving on a straight and free road.
3 For

convenience, the plots have been created in Matlab.
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t ∈ [0, 0.5]
sec:

t ∈ [2.5, 3]
sec:

150

150

t ∈ [6.5, 7]
t ∈ [4.5, 5]
sec:
sec:
150
150

TABLE I
C OMPUTATIONAL TIMES OF THE NUMERICAL EXAMPLES .

Overtaking scenario
Total
Replanning
time [sec]
time [sec]

Discretization

Car A

Planned
path

100

10

100

100

100

0.56 (η : 17.9)
0.28 (η : 35.7)

High
Low

Merging scenario
Total
Replanning
time [sec]
time [sec]

0.127
0.086

1.31 (η : 5.30)
0.51 (η : 13.7)

0.074
0.053

Car B
0.02

50
f(s)

−20 −10 0

Fig. 14.

0

−5 0

5

0

−5 0 5

0

0
0

−5 0 5

Stochastic reachable sets for the merging scenario.

0.03

Crash probability

Crash probability

The probability distribution for the high and low resolution
model is shown in Fig. 16. By showing the results for different
initial velocities, it is shown that the accuracy of the coarser
discretization significantly depends on the given situation. The
bigger difference in the probability distributions for the low
initial velocities is due to the fact, that the vehicle is more
likely to reach standstill as the probability for the input interval
including full braking increased after the mapping from 5 to
3 discrete inputs.
Another aspect, which is considered in Tab. I is the necessary
time for the computation of crash probabilities if the trajectory planner forwards a replanned trajectory of the ego car,
while the initial situation of the other traffic participants is
unchanged. This time is referred to as replanning time in Tab.
I and does not account for the time that the planner module
requires for path planning of the ego car. The obtained times
are for the case that the velocity of the ego car has been
decreased by 20 %.

0.02
0.01
0
0

5
Time t [sec]

(a) Overtaking scenario.
Fig. 15.

10

0.02

0.01

res.

High
res.

0.03

High
res.

0.01 Low
0.005

Car C
0

Standstill

0.015 dip

f(s)

50

50

Ego
car

50

0.02
0.01 Low

50

100
s [m]

150

0
0

res.
50

100

150

s [m]

(a) Low initial velocity v(0) ∈ (b) High initial velocity v(0) ∈
[4, 6].
[12, 14].
Fig. 16. Comparison of stochastic reachable sets with low/high discretization
resolution.

i.e. if the crash probability is zero, it can be guaranteed that
the ego car will not cause a crash if the traffic participants
stay within the predefined physical bounds, such as maximum
tire friction.
It has been shown that the approach is scalable and can be
applied online. If not much computational power is available,
the discretization resolution can be easily adapted. Further, as
most of the computations are based on matrix multiplications,
a specialized hardware (e.g. graphics chips) could provide a
low cost solution for this approach. This would allow to use
the proposed safety assessment algorithm for driver assistance
systems by substituting the planned path of the autonomous
car with a predicted path of the human driver.
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